University of Gießen. An interactive Loomis-Wood program was applied to identify the c-type transitions of furane and thiophene. The molecular parameters were determined from the observed line positions and the available microwave data by least-squares-fits using Watson's ^-reduced Hamiltonian. Some relations among parameters appearing in different formulations of the Hamiltonian are represented explicitly in connection with the derivation of the unreduced constants. The unreduced constants were derived for both molecules using the planarity relations. We determined the inertial defects to be « 0.05 amuÄ 2 in the ground state and « -0.2 amuÄ 2 in the excited state for both furane and thiophene.
I. Introduction
Furane (C 4 H 4 0) and thiophene (C 4 H 4 S) are both nine atomic planar ring molecules belonging to the symmetry group C 2v . Microwave data and low-resolution IR data of both molecules have been published [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Those earlier papers reported the rotational and centrifugal constants of the ground state, the molecular structure, and gave a vibrational analysis of band origins and the force field. In the present study the rotation-vibration bands of furane and thiophene were measured in Doppler-limited resolution (« 0.002 cm" 1 ) for the first time, which allowed a detailed analysis of the ground and excited vibrational states. The high-resolution Fourier transform spectrometer at Giessen and the Cologne diode-laser spectrometer were utilized for this purpose. In the previous papers [1, 2] the v 13 out-of-plane fundamental bands of both molecules are labeled as v 19 ; here we follow Mulliken's recommendation for notation [15] . The out-of-plane vibrations belong to A 2 and B x symmetry species of C 2v , and the modes are numbered according to descending order of frequency in each symmetry block.
An interactive Loomis-Wood program was applied to identify the c-type transitions of furane from 715 cm -1 to 767 cm" 1 . For thiophene we have assigned lines from 685 cm" 1 to 725 era" 1 . We analyzed the observed transition frequencies by applying Watson's ^-reduced Hamiltonian. The unreduced rotational and quartic centrifugal constants were derived for both molecules by using the planarity conditions for the centrifugal distortion constants; the detailed method is presented in section III. In the fitting procedure we used the Watson Hamiltonian in cyclindrical form because of the ease of separating the matrix elements. In a second step we transformed the derived constants back into the commonly used cartesian parameters. The determined planarity defects in the centrifugal distortion are very small for both molecules. The inertial defects in the v 13 excited state were found to be very large and negative, which is predicted for these planar ring molecules [16] .
II. Experimental Procedures
Two Fourier transform spectrometers and one diode-laser spectrometer were employed in this work.
In a first step all fundamentals were recorded with our Cologne Bruker IFS-48 Fourier transform spectrometer with low resolution (0.5 cm" 1 ) in the frequency range from 400 cm" 1 to 4000 cm' 1 . Figures 1  and 2 reproduce a section of these spectra displaying the v 13 band.
The high-resolution spectra were measured with a Bruker IFS-120-HR Fourier transform infrared spectrometer at the University of Giessen [17] , employing a 3 m sample cell with Csl windows. The H 2 0 spec-0932-0784 / 93 / 1200-1193 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
Wavenumber [cm trum used for wavenumber calibration was measured at the same time as an impurity. The line positions of water in the frequency range have been recalibrated by measuring the OCS lines [18] . In addition, some parts of the v 13 band of both molecules were measured with Doppler-limited resolution with our tunable diode-laser spectrometer at Köln. The principles of measurement and calibration have been published in [19] [20] [21] [22] .
III. Spectra and Assignments
The v 13 band of both furane and thiophene is an out-of-plane vibration (symmetry By) in which the heavy atoms of the ring displace vertically to the molecular plane. This moment involves a variation of shows a section of a Loomis-Wood plot of the thiophene spectrum. Here we used the convention of the perpendicular band of a prolate top, i.e. the reference frequencies are selected so that the lines with common K a quantum number appear as series. We have assigned about 2200 lines from P pq (52 A5 >7 ) at 685 cm -1 to R rq {29 l7 13 ) at 725 cm" 1 . Figure 6 shows a section of the spectrum of thiophene.
IV. Analysis
From the positions of the lines identified in the present work and from the available microwave data the rotational and centrifugal constants of both molecules were determined by least-squares fits to Watson's /4-reduced Hamiltonian up to sextic centrifugal terms.
There are different ways for presenting the Watsontype Hamiltonian. In the following we review briefly those formulations which appear often in the literature. Some relations among the parameters are presented explicitly, especially those involved in the planarity conditions and unreduced constants, which we have used in the present study.
In general the unreduced Hamiltonian of an asymmetric top molecule can be written in cylindrical tensor form [23] , 
or in cartesian form [23, 24] , Heart = X BJ' + I T xß PJi + ... .
a. aß
The relations between the cylindrical and the cartesian coefficients of the Hamiltonians (1) and (2) Watson's A-reduced Hamiltonian in cartesian form is The relations between the cyclindrical parameters and the cartesian ones in the ^-reduction are essentially the same as (4), where we have to restrict T 0 ( q{ to be zero, as required for the A-reduction: 
= \(T XX + T yy ),

= \{T zx -T yz -aT xy )-i(T xx (l-a)-T yy (i+<7)),
where o = (2B z -B x -B y )/{B x -B y ) is the asymmetry parameter.
The parameters of the Hamiltonian in (8) of the ground state and the v 13 = 1 state of both furane and thiophene were determined from the observed lines with the help of available microwave data by leastsquares fits. They are presented in Tables 1 and 2 .
The reduction independent linear combinations in terms of the coefficients of the X-reduced Hamiltonian (5) are [23] 
T = T Z Z Z Z •) T -T^) --I-T (/1)
4-T( a)
M -M -1 xy > 1 yz ' zx '
Thus the diagonal T {A) parameters, are reduction independent. The off-diagonal coefficients T^f depend on the reduction and are related to the unreduced constants T aß by Txy' = T xy + 8 T 008 = j (T xx + T yy ),
Ty Z ] = T yz -4(<r+1) T 004
= T yz -j(l+o)(T xx + T yy -2T xy ),
V? = T zx +4(o-l)T 004 = T zx +i (cr-1) (T xx + T yy -2 T xy ).
It is evident that there are only eight determinable constants up to the forth power of J, whereas the unreduced Hamiltonian (2) contains nine coefficients. If the unreduced constants are to be determined, an additional relation should be introduced. In case of furane or thiophene one can use the planarity conditions for this purpose. For a planar molecule, the aand b-axis are in the molecular plane. Considerations as to the planar structure of molecules lead to the relations [23] T..-I
Thiophene 
jfr + ^jßr + ^r)-("I
In addition, a single planarity condition can be expressed in terms of the reduction independent parameters [23] 
From (7) and (9) 
Since T aa = T^A ) , the problem in obtaining a set of unreduced constants is only to find the T aß . There are several independent methods for that:
(i) The first method is to use the planarity relation (15) and Using (11) we obtain
The other two, T ab and T ca , are then determined from (12) and (13). (ii) The second method is to determine T ca from the planarity relation (14) and to obtain 7nnzi -
from (13) . The remaining T ab and T bc are calculated from (11) and (12). (iii) The third method: T ca is determined from (14) , and then using Tj and T 2 we obtain T ab and T bc . (iv) The fourth method is to calculate T bc from (15) and then to use T t and T 2 to determine T ab and T .
Then the unreduced rotational constants can be calculated by the first three equations in (10) . In order to avoid the approximation a % a (A) used above, an iterative method was introduced: The determined A, B, and C were used to calculate a and A {e) , B (e) , and C
, and then the procedure was repeated. The iteration was repeated until the constants were self-consistent.
The derivation from the planarity condition (16), can be described by the defect [23, 26] A T rr = T,, + C (e) Ty -T 2
The obtained parameters are shown in Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6 together with the inertial defect
The coefficients derived using the four different methods differ only slightly and thus the averaged values are listed in Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6. 
Numbers in parentheses are one standard errors. 
V. Discussion
In the present study we have determined the molecular parameters of furane and thiophene for the v 13 excited state and revised the parameters of the ground state. Gordy and Cook [16] wrote, using furane and thiophene as examples, "If one or more of the out-ofplane vibrations is low, much of the in-plane contribution can be cancelled with very small inertial defect resulting". The present results confirm this argument: We have very small positive inertial defects for both molecules for the ground state, which are consistent with those already reported. The inertial defects in the excited v 13 vibrational state are negative and fairly large for both molecules, as expected.
The planarity defects for the quartic centrifugal constants are found to be very small for both molecules. Thus we can safely conclude that the unreduced constants determined in this study using the planarity relations are quite reliable. The ambiguity in calculating the unreduced constants originates from the different definitions of the rotational constants and is removed mostly by the iterative procedure. The only assumption which is not theoretically correct, is the use of unreduced rotational constants in place of the equilibrium ones for the planarity conditions.
